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THE DECEMBER EMPLOYMENT SITUATION
Friday, January 6, 1995

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,

WASHINGTON, D.C

The Committee met at 9:30 a.m., in Room SD-430 of the Dirksen
Senate Office Building, the Honorable Connie Mack, Chairman of the
Committee, presiding.

Present: Senators Mack and Sarbanes, Representatives Saxton,
Hamilton, Wyden and Manzullo.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR CONNIE MACK,
CHAIRMAN

Senator Mack. First of all, let me welcome everyone and indicate
that it will be my effort to try to get these meetings started on time.

I am happy to welcome everyone to the first meeting of the Joint
Economic Committee (JEC) under full Republican control in 40 years.
Needless to say, this is a novel experience for all of us and one, I must
say, Ron, I'm really pleased to have the opportunity to participate in.

As some of you may know, the Joint Economic Committee was
established soon after World War II to provide economic analysis to the
Congress as a foundation for fiscal policy. Throughout most of the
nearly five decades, that analysis has supported a major role for the
government in the economy.

Under the leadership of Vice Chairman Saxton and myself, this will
change. My conviction is that wealth and prosperity emerge from the
spirit of creativity that resides within individuals, not governments. This
creativity is enhanced by policies of less taxes, less spending, less
government and more freedom. These will be the watchwords of the
JEC during the 104th Congress.

During the first 100 days, my hope is that the JEC will play an
important role in helping to pass the Republican economic plan. It is
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critical that this plan be enacted because it is good for Americans, and

the economy will reflect it. Americans want a balanced budget

amendment. They want major tax cuts, major spending cuts, regulatory
reform. They want the President to have a line-item veto. They want
welfare reforn. Americans want the Republican economic plan because

they know that it will make their economic future much brighter.

As for today's hearings, it is a pleasure to welcome Commissioner
Katharine Abraham, and we look forward to your unemployment report
for December.

I think I can speak for the majority of this panel in saying that we

have tremendous respect for the independence and statistical integrity

of the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) and in the high standards
established by former Commissioner Janet Norwood.

I would encourage you to continue to maintain the independence of

the BLS and its data from political forces. If you or anyone else at BLS

ever need our help in this regard, please let us know. And I think that,
again, I really speak for both sides of the aisle on that issue.

I'm delighted with much of what is in today's unemployment report.

Two hundred fifty-six thousand more Americans at work in December,
a drop in the unemployment rate to 5.4 percent, and an increase in

manufacturing jobs is decidedly good news. Yet, this good news is

bittersweet. Despite the fact that more Americans are working, their
standards of living are falling.

Even though the economy is still growing, the fact is that this
recovery continues to be hollow. Real median incomes of U. S. workers
and their families, America's middle class, have declined over the past
two years.

This gap between job growth and actual incomes is due in large part

to high-tax, big government policies the economy is saddled with. As

always, the unintended consequences of taxation and regulation are
lower incomes and fewer opportunities for the middle class.

The unemployment data released this morning do not change this
picture. The middle class feels it's trapped in what I call a "treadmill
economy."

The latest available Census data for 1993 show that real median
earnings for both male and female workers actually declined in 1993.
BLS data has also shown that real median weekly earnings declined

between the third quarters of 1993 and 1994. These are not the results
one would expect from an economy in which job quality was rising.
This, in turn, raises questions about the quality of the jobs that are
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being produced, and even the Clinton Administration now concedes that
the middle class has not benefited from the economic growth that is
reflected in the GDP numbers.

I imagine that my Democratic colleagues will say that the slowdown
in job growth would be a direct result of the Federal Reserve policy --
that the Fed is choking the economy. But I would argue that the real
culprit behind those figures is big government and the legacy of high-
tax policies.

High taxes and hyper-regulation always bring an economy to its
knees. Using the Fed to paper over these problems is a recipe for
disaster. That is why revamping the Humphrey-Hawkins Act is high on
my list of priorities.

This brings me to the Republican economic plan and why today's
unemployment report is more evidence of why this plan must be
enacted quickly.

Lower taxes, spending cuts, regulatory reform, elimination of
unfunded mandates, and welfare reform are a recipe for prosperity. Our
agenda will get the American people off the treadmill and the economy
into the fast lane.

Congressman Wyden, I will turn to you and ask you if you have an
opening statement you'd like to make.
[The prepared statement of Senator Mack appears in the Submissions
for the Record.]

OPENING STATEMENT OF

REPRESENTATIVE RON WYDEN
Representative Wyden. I do, Mr. Chairman. Let me start first by

welcoming you and also extending my congratulations to you,
Chairman Mack. I've enjoyed working with you since our days in the
House, Connie. I think you are going to conduct the affairs of this
Committee in a fair way, as has been the tradition.

I look forward, along with the other Democrats, in working closely
with you and my friend from the House side as well.

Let me, if I might, just make a couple of comments with respect to
the economic picture today.

First, I think that the country should take special note of the fact that
wage growth continues to be moderate, something like 2.7 percent over
the last few months. This should send a very powerful message, in
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particular to the Federal Reserve, with respect to the need for their
holding the line on additional hikes in interest rates.

We all know that these interest rate hikes can be crippling to our
economy, particularly to the small businesses of the country which are
so important to our economic future. And certainly, the evidence that
we now have that wage growth continues to be moderate, suggests a
new reality with respect to the inflation situation, that wage growth
does suggest that we are dealing with inflationary pressures in a realist
way, and it ought to send a message to Dr. Greenspan that he should
be very careful with respect to further interest rate hikes, and I think
that wage growth makes the case for moderation with respect to any
interest rate hikes.

I think also we ought to take note of the fact that the job picture has
been bright over the last few months, 700,000 jobs in the last couple
of months, 3.5 million in the last year.

I share your view, Mr. Chairman, that we need more better wage
jobs, and I think that this is something that can be tackled in a
bipartisan way. And it seems to me that what we need to do is to look
particularly at how to target tax cuts towards reinvestment and
reinvestment in job creation.

For example, I was one of the Democrats who voted for George
Bush's capital gains tax cut. We know that that has been a source of
considerable friction between the political parties.

Well, I have a new capital gains alternative which would tie tax cuts
to reinvestment. And what I will be proposing is that we look at capital
gains and we look at business tax cuts much like we do home owner-
ship.

As you know, what happens with respect to home ownership, if the
Mack family sells their house and takes the proceeds and reinvests in
another house, because we have deemed home ownership important, we
will say that the tax man will not cometh and the reinvestment in a new
home go forward.

I will be proposing the same thing for the capital gains issue. If a
small business is sold and the owner is willing to take a portion of
those proceeds and reinvest them in another small business, thereby
keeping the dollars in the productive job-producing sector of the
economy, then I think that that should be recognized as a stimulus to
entrepreneurship and small business.
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I've been getting good reactions from both sides of the aisle to this
kind of approach with respect to capital gains. I think this is the kind
of idea we ought to explore on a bipartisan basis.

And again, Chairman Mack, on behalf of the Democrats, we
welcome you. We have appreciated your fairness in the past and look
forward to working with you.

Senator Mack. Thank you. I appreciate your comments and look
forward to working with you as well. And I also want to welcome
Congressman Manzullo, who I guess technically has not been appointed
to the Committee as of yet, but we're delighted that you're here and
we'd ask you if you'd like to make an opening comment.

OPENING STATEMENT OF

REPRESENTATIVE DONALD MANZULLO
Representative Manzullo. Well, first of all, it's a great honor to be

here, Senator Mack. I find it particularly interesting that Mr. Wyden is
on the Committee. Ron and I worked on two different ends of trying
to expand trade opportunities in the area of communications and
computers. I think yours got through. Mine got stalled in the rewrite of
The Export Administration Act.

But I'm very much interested in what we can do in this country to
try to spur economic growth in the area of exports because jobs
involving exports pay on the average, 17 percent more than jobs not
involved in exports. And about 70 to 80 percent of the growth in the
real high paying jobs in the past five or six years has been in those
areas involved in exports.

I'm also delighted that a former Chairman of the House Foreign
Affairs Committee, still Ranking on Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hamilton, is
here and we can discuss many of these issues involving economics with
regard to our areas of exports and imports.

So it's a real job to be here. I look forward to the testimony of the
witnesses.

Senator Mack. Thank you.
Congressman Hamilton, let me welcome you.

OPENING STATEMENT OF

REPRESENTATIVE LEE HAMILTON
Representative Hamilton. Going through opening statements?
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Senator Mack, let me just say congratulations to you as you take the
Chairmanship of this Committee. We look forward to working with you
and we look forward to your leadership.

Nice to be with Mr. Manzullo on another committee. Thank you.
Senator Mack. We're delighted that you're here. I have nothing but

the greatest regard for you and I'm delighted that you're on the
Committee with us.

Representative Hamilton. Thank you.
Senator Mack. Commissioner, now we will turn to you and ask

you for your report.

STATEMENT OF THE

HONORABLE KATHARINE G. ABRAHAM,

COMMISSIONER, BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS

ACCOMPANIED BY THOMAS PLEWES, ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONER,

EMPLOYMENT AND UNEMPLOYMENT STATISTICS, AND KENNETH V.

DALTON, ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONER, PRICES AND LIVING CONDITIONS

Ms. Abraham. Thank you. very much, Mr. Chairman, members of
the Committee.

I, as always, appreciate the opportunity to be here to comment on
labor market data that we released earlier this morning.

The December data released today sustained the pattern of labor
market improvements that was fairly pervasive throughout 1994.
Payroll employment continued to advance, increasing, as you noted, by
256,000 over the month. Unemployment remained on its downward
trend at 5.4 percent. The unemployment rate was 1.3 percentage points
below its level at the beginning of 1994.

December's gain in employment, as measured by our survey of
businesses, brings the increase in payroll employment for all of 1994
to 3.5 million. This exceeded the prior year's gain by over a million
and was the largest in the past decade.

Factory employment, which you also commented upon, rose by
54,000 in December, with gains widespread throughout the individual
manufacturing industries. The largest increases occurred in fabricated
metals and electronic equipment.

Manufacturing job growth totaled nearly 300,000 for the year as a
whole, compared with a loss of 130,000 in 1993. The extraordinary
high levels of weekly hours and also of factory overtime during 1994
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provide additional evidence of the strength in the demand for labor in
the manufacturing sector.

Although construction employment showed little movement in
December, for all of 1994, employment in the industry rose by about
300,000, the largest annual gain in 10 years.

The services industry added 110,000 jobs in December, with
increases in business, health, and social services. Over the year,
employment growth in services totaled 1.6 million.

Retail trade also had substantial employment gains both in December
-- 91,000 -- and over the year -- nearly 800,000. Most of December's
gain was in eating and drinking places, which appear to have had a
strong holiday season.

Holiday-related increases in package delivery and traveling lie behind
the December employment increase in the transportation industry, and
holiday-related shipping also contributed to an over-the-month gain in
Federal Government postal employment.

Over the year, however, the number of Federal jobs has declined by
about 50,000, and would have declined even more had the Postal
Service been excluded from the figures.

Local governments, excluding education, shed 57,000 jobs in
December. The main reason for that is that workers who had been
brought on for the November elections were no longer on the payrolls
in December.

I think this is worth noting, particularly because, absent the inclusion
of the temporary election positions in the November job count, the
December employment increase would have been larger and that for
November correspondingly somewhat smaller.

So if you just take the raw figures, we had a big drop in employment
growth, from 488,000 in November to 256,000 in December; adjusting
the figures, the two months would have looked less different.

As is our normal practice at the end of the year, the seasonally
adjusted estimates from the household survey have been revised to
reflect updated seasonal factors. Because of the major redesign of the
household survey that was implemented in January, 1994, this year we
have revised only the data for the last 12 months.

Like the estimates from the employers survey, the data from the
household survey show substantial improvement in the labor market
during 1994.
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As I mentioned earlier, the unemployment rate over the year from
January through December dropped 1.3 percentage points, from 6.7
percent in January to 5.4 percent in December. Jobless rates improved
during the year for adults and for teenagers, for whites, for blacks, for
Hispanics.

In addition, the number of persons working part-time when they
would have preferred full-time work declined by nearly 650,000.

Since January, total employment has risen by 2.7 million, raising the
proportion of the population with jobs to a very high 63 percent. The
labor force rose by 1.1 million over the January to December period.

In summary, as you suggested in your opening comments, the labor
market showed strength in December as it did throughout 1994.
Employment, as measured by both of our monthly surveys, has
increased substantially over the year and unemployment has fallen.

My colleagues, Mr. Plewes, our Associate Commissioner for
Employment and Unemployment Statistics, and Mr. Dalton, our
Associate Commissioner for Prices and Living Conditions, and I would
be very happy to answer any questions that members of the Conmittee
might have.

[The prepared statement of Commissioner Abraham together with the
Employment Situation and press release appear in the Submissions for
the Record.]

Senator Mack. Neither one has comments they'd like to make at
this point?

Ms. Abraham. Not at this point.
Senator Mack. All right. Thank you.
Senator Sarbanes, welcome.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR PAUL SARBANES

Senator Sarbanes. Well, thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I
want to congratulate you on assuming the Chairmanship of the
Committee. We look forward to your leadership. And I want to
congratulate Congressman Saxton on becoming the Vice Chairman of
the Committee.

This Committee has done a lot of good work over the years, and we
look forward to its continuing functioning as a positive and constructive
force.

Thank you very much.
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Senator Mack. And Vice Chairman Saxton, do you have an
opening comment you'd like to make?

OPENING STATEMENT OF

REPRESENTATIVE JIM SAXTON, VICE CHAIRMAN

Representative Saxton. Mr. Chairman, I have an opening statement
that I would ask unanimous consent be placed in the record.

Senator Mack. Without objection.

Representative Saxton. I would just say that I'm very pleased with
the numbers that Dr. Abraham is here to report to us this morning. We
appreciate your candor, as usual. And just to say that the speculation
that I've heard in the last couple of hours from the media and from
other places is that we may be in store for another round of interest rate
increases, which I find kind of interesting in light of the fact that the
economy is apparently continuing to grow.

I think the question for all of us to ask ourselves, and perhaps each
other, is what is it that's spurring the economy onward and upward and
what is it that we as policymakers need to be mindful of in terms of
monetary policy and other issues that are obviously very important
aspects of this entire situation in which we find ourselves.

On the one hand, it seems to be very positive. On the other hand, no
one wants higher interest rates on homes or automobiles or consumer
goods.

Obviously, the Fed has an important role to play here, and we need
to be mindful of what it is that we're going to see in the next month or
two.

So thank you very much for being here, and we appreciate it.

[The prepared statement of Represenative Saxton appears in the Sub-
misssions for the Record.]

Senator Mack. We will now proceed to questions. I think that we
will allot five minutes. That way, I think it will move a little bit faster.

I'm going to begin in the area, frankly, that I would just as soon
avoid, but I think it's important that we get out on the table.

You and I had a pretty good discussion yesterday again about the
importance of the independence of the BLS, and obviously assured me
of your commitment to that.

But yesterday, there was a story in The Washington Post -- that
discussed a central oversight group down at the Labor Department that
Secretary Reich has put together to respond to a Republican-controlled
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Congress. And the implication would be that that group is politically
motivated.

There was no, at least that I could see, statement of exemption of the
BLS. Did you see the memo? Was it sent to you? Did anybody in
your agency receive the memo?

Ms. Abraham. I did not receive a memo. I understand that such a
group was formed.

The Deputy Commissioner at the Bureau of Labor Statistics, who is
a career employee, is planning to attend the first meeting or meetings
of this group to determine what exactly it is the group is to do and
whether or not it would be appropriate for us to continue to participate.

It's not clear to me at this point what the function of this group
would be.

Senator Mack. Do you have any concerns about the functions of
that group?

Ms. Abraham. I guess I think that, to the extent that the Congress
has interest in what's going on in the Department of Labor generally,
there may be value in communication among the different parts of the
department.

Beyond that, I'm not sure what our role in such a group would be.

Senator Mack. Well, then, let me be a little bit more plain, then.
The concern is the independence of the BLS. Maybe I ought to ask you
why it's important that there be independence because you were pretty
clear about it yesterday, that you thought that that was pretty signifi-
cant.

So rather than for me to say it, let me let you say it.

Ms. Abraham. Well, as you may know, the Bureau has a long
history. I am the only person at the Bureau who is not a career
employee, and historically, commissioners have often turned into career
employees, although they are appointed to the position.

I guess I think that it's important that that be the case. I think it's
important that the Bureau not become involved in policy discussions or
political discussions in any way because our job is to provide data that
everyone can rely upon. And if there were any question that anyone
with a political or a policy interest were in a position to influence the
numbers that we reported, which they are not, I think there would be
questions about the usefulness of our data for infonnation purposes,
about their value to everyone who needs information to support
decisions that they're making.
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Senator Mack. Well, again, I appreciate that. You were very clear
yesterday in your intentions to make sure that the integrity of the BLS
is protected. And I'm quite sure that you will in fact do that.

As I commented in my opening statement, we will be of assistance
to you, and on both sides of the aisle, I don't think there's any
question. There's been a strong feeling about that year after year.

But I hope you can understand, without there being some statement
from the Labor Department that your Agency, in essence, is being
excluded from that kind of political activity, it behooves me to raise
that.

I hope you can understand my concern with that. I guess I would
ask you if you would let us know after your folks have attended that
meeting, what your intentions are as to whether there will be a
representative of your agency at those meetings in the future.

It looked like, from the information that we had, these meetings
would take place probably once a week. I'd certainly have no
problems with the Administration trying to prepare itself so that it can
have dialogue with the Congress about what they have to say and how
they want to defend it.

Ms. Abraham. I certainly would be happy to do that. I should
hasten to add that there has been nothing that has happened in my time
at the Bureau of Labor Statistics--and I could perhaps ask my col-
leagues to speak to this--no pressure of any sort, no actions of any kind
on the part of the Department of Labor that were intended to or would
have compromised the independence. of the Bureau. The political
leadership in the Department has been very cognizant and very
respectful of the importance of maintaining that independence.

Senator Mack. And again, I recognize that. But I am responding
again to the article that was in the paper that indicates that there may
be a change.

I just want to make sure that you're aware of that potential. If you
are of the impression after this first meeting that the primary purpose,
or even an implied purpose, of the group is political in nature, would
you make a commitment to this Committee that you will make every
effort to see that the Secretary is informed and that you would inform
him directly that your agency will not be participating in that activity?

Ms. Abraham. I certainly will do that, and would have done that
in any event.
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Senator Mack. Well, frankly, I would ask the Secretary to make a
statement that would clarify and make it certain that those parts of the
Labor Department that are involved in providing statistical data, which
the Congress has to rely on, will not be part of that political effort.

Congressman Wyden?

Representative Wyden. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Dr. Abraham, it seems to me that the numbers that you're putting
out now, in effect, are a brief for not raising interest rates again. These
numbers with respect to inflation, I think are exceptional. I'd like to
just explore this with you because you look at the moderation with
respect to inflation and it is really exceptional.

The core rate of inflation is what really counts. And the core rate
excludes food and energy. Why don't we begin by asking you what
the core inflation rate has been so far this year?

Ms. Abraham. So far this year, the core rate of inflation, the
Consumer Price Index for all items, less food and energy, has been
running at 2.8 percent on an annualized basis.

Representative Wyden. My understanding is that the core inflation
rate has also gone down over the last couple of years. It's gone down
in '92 and then went down again in 1993.

Is that correct?

Ms. Abraham. Yes, that is correct. The core rate of inflation was
4.4 percent in 1991, 3.3 percent in 1992, 3.2 percent in 1993, and then,
as I said already, has been running at an annualized rate through
November of 2.8 percent this year.

In 1994. Not this year.

Representative Wyden. When was the last time the core inflation
rate was this low, 2.8 percent?

Ms. Abraham. I have a table here that goes back to 1980 and there
was no year between 1980 and the present when it was that low.

Ken, do you have figures going back farther?

Mr. Dalton. I'm afraid I don't have them. No, I don't.

Ms. Abraham. My guess is that it would have been sometime in
the '60s, probably.

Representative Wyden. Is it correct to say that the core rate
continues to fall? My understanding is it was 2.8 for the past 11
months and then it has fallen again most recently.
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Ms. Abraham. I do not have month-by-month data in front of me
here.

Representative Wyden. Does your evidence indicate that the core
inflation rate essentially fell throughout 1994?

Ms. Abraham. I'm afraid all I have in front of me -- actually, let
me pull something out here that should have this. What the chart I was
looking at had in it was --

Representative Wyden. It certainly is down compared to 1993.
Ms. Abraham. It's certainly down compared to '93 and '92. If you

want to ask another question, I'll keep looking for the month-by-month
figures.

Mr. Dalton. At least since mid-year, it's been fairly stable.
Representative Wyden. If someone summarized 1994 this way, Dr.

Abraham, that there was strong growth, low unemployment, and falling
inflation, would the Department disagree with that summary?

Ms. Abraham. Without the month-to-month figures on inflation in
front of me, I'm not in a very good position to answer that.

Do you have that?

Mr. Dalton. Characterizing the whole year --
Ms. Abraham. A period of falling inflation?
Mr. Dalton. Well, certainly the rate through the first 11 months is

lower. It's actually the same as the total for last year. If you look at
the core rate --

Representative Wyden. But in terms of an overall assessment of
the year, I look at the economic growth figures that you've given us for
'94. They're probably in the vicinity of 3.7, 3.8 percent on the growth
issue.

I look at the unemployment figures that you've given us--about 5.6
percent was where we were in November, some change there... then
that declining inflation consideration that I just explored with you with
the rate of only 2.8 percent--

I look at 1994, particularly as Dr. Greenspan moves to consider
further rate hikes, and I see strong growth, low unemployment, falling
inflation.

And what I'd like to see is whether you all, who have to keep the
books and measure this objectively, in any way disagree with that
analysis.

92-610 - 95 - 2
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Ms. Abraham. The facts, insofar as you're describing the facts that
we just went through, those facts are accurate.

Representative Wyden. Okay. Let me ask one other question that
deals with this matter you and I have discussed before.

Ms. Abraham. Yes.

Representative Wyden. I don't think the way you all keep the
figures, and I think you do an admirable job with the tools that you
have, really reflect this productivity revolution that we're seeing in our
country with computers and software and technology.

You and I are exchanging letters on this point and I appreciate your
candor on the issue. But what can be done to start getting better
measures in areas where you admit we've got real problems, such as
the service sector?

The letter that you most recently wrote me I thought was really
alarming with respect to how little we are doing to accurately pick up
on growth in the service sector and changes in the sector.

Maybe you could respond to that in my last question for this round.

Ms. Abraham. Well, there are a number of different measures that
we put out and the answer I think is somewhat different, depending on
what you're talking about.

With respect to the Producer Price Index, which is the measure of
prices of goods sold by producers, coverage in the service sector is very
low, as I noted in the letter that I sent you.

That's partly a resource issue, but it's partly also a conceptual issue,
in that with a good such as a television set, it's pretty clear what you're
pricing but when you talk about services that are being provided, it's
less clear what you're pricing, and so there are some conceptual issues
to be worked on as well in figuring out how to do that.

So I guess a very short answer is it's partly a resource issue, but it's
also partly that there's some hard thinking that needs to be done.

Representative Wyden. Well, I will await the final response from
the Department. But please understand how seriously I feel about this.
There are issues about which the political parties clearly disagree.

One issue we won't disagree on, though, is that we are in the middle
of a global productivity revolution that is technology-fueled and fueled
by computers and software and the like. And I look sometimes at
economic tools that you have and, as I say, I think you do an admirable
job with what you have.
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I kind of feel like we're riding into the next century in a model T
with respect to economic measures.

I will await your final response. Maybe we can get into this a little
more this morning. I thank you, Mr. Chairman. And, by the way, our
friend from New Jersey was not here when I had a chance to throw
some bouquets your way. But I also want to welcome the gentleman
from New Jersey, Mr. Saxton.

We've worked together from Aging Committee days and he'll be
very fair and very objective. I look forward to working with him.

Senator Mack. Thank you. At this time I will turn to the Vice
Chairman and ask you to raise your questions.

Representative Saxton. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much.
Mr. Wyden has, I think, touched on really the central issue here.

Obviously, we're all interested in making sure that the economy
continues to do well, as the unemployment rate continues to drop, or
at least stabilize itself at a very healthy rate.

The issue of inflation and how that relates to Fed activity is certainly
one that is very central. Let me just ask some questions that relate to
that to try to expand on the issue just a bit.

Dr. Abraham, Mr. Wyden's question that went to the core inflation
rate and your response was, I believe, that the rate of inflation seems
to be stable, that there doesn't seem to be any indication from a
statistical point of view that there is any increase in the rate of inflation
imminent, nor can you see anything in your statistical data that would
indicate that we are looking at inflation in the foreseeable future.

Is that a fair statement?
Ms. Abraham. What we can tell you is that there is no indication

in the data we have to date, which goes through November, of any
acceleration in inflation.

Representative Saxton. Well --
Ms. Abraham. Actually, Ken can qualify that. Ken Dalton can add

something.

Mr. Dalton. One qualification on that is that in the intermediate
good component of the Producer Price Index, over the past several
months, we have seen an accelerating rate of increase.

Now whether or not those price increases get passed on into final
goods is a question we can't answer, but I think it's something that
deserves some attention.
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Ms. Abraham. Thank you for adding that.

Representative Saxton. Obviously, the Fed's concern is that they

see this inflationary trend in underlying statistics and that would

encourage the Fed to try to counter-act that by increasing interest rates.

Is that a fair statement, Mr. Dalton?

Mr. Dalton. Well, I certainly can't speak for the Fed. I can say

what I've read in the newspapers. It would seem that they are con-

cerned about future developments more so than past developments. And

they are concerned about prices at earlier levels in the manufacturing

or production process than are evident, for example, in the Consumer

Price Index.

I think their view of the Consumer Price Index is that it is a lagging

indicator, in some sense. And given their responsibilities, what they

need is a leading indicator.

Representative Saxton. What kind of leading indicator, what would

you look at in terms of leading indicators? What kind of statistical data

do we have to look at?

Mr. Dalton. I can only look at my own, the information that I

myself -- well, we -- produce.

Representative Saxton. Let me ask you a question. I know that

oftentimes we ask questions that are difficult for you all to answer

because when we stray very far from statistics, we become subjective.

But what is it about the economy or what is it about monetary policy

that you think might be fueling these fears of inflation? And what is

it that is driving the statistical data to fuel the concern of the Fed?

Ms. Abraham. As I guess Ken has indicated, we really are not in

a position to speak to what they might be looking at.

Ken has already pointed to the one thing in our data that we can see

that might be leading them to be concerned.

As you know, we don't have a crystal ball in terms of looking into

the future and we very much try to stay out of making projections or

anything of that sort.

So that's just really not something we are in a position to speak to.

Representative Saxton. Are you personally concerned about

inflation currently? And if you were in a position to make decisions
relative to monetary policy, do you think that continuing to tighten at

this point is justified activity?

Ms. Abraham. That's just not something I've really thought about.
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Representative Saxton. I thought that that might be your response.
(Laughter.)

Ms. Abraham. I thought you might.
(Laughter.)

Representative Saxton. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much.
Senator Mack. Congressman Hamilton?
Representative Hamilton. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to go back to Mr. Wyden's like of questioning, if I may. He

pointed out the growth in inflation and in unemployment figures. I
think he said that growth for 1994 was about 4 percent. Correct me if
I'm wrong anywhere. That inflation was down to 2.7 or 2.8 percent and
that unemployment has dropped down to 5.4 percent.

Now, if you just look at -- I know you deal with a mountain of
economic statistics. But if you look at these three statistics -- growth,
unemployment, and inflation -- for most of us who are not economists,
these are the most important statistics, it seems to me. These are the
ones that the politicians focus on. These are ones the average people
focus on.

How long has it been since we've seen that good a performance in
the American economy?

Ms. Abraham. Well, maybe I could break it up into --
Representative Hamilton. No, overall. I don't want it broken up.

I want it overall.

Ms. Abraham. The problem with my answering the question the
way you've posed it is that I don't know how to make a value
judgment about what weight I should attach to each of these things.

Representative Hamilton. I'm not asking you to make a value
judgment. I'm just asking you to tell me how long has it been in the
American economy since you've seen that good a performance on the
three major economic indicators?

Ms. Abraham. Well, in terms of employment growth, you have go
back 10 years, but inflation was running higher then. So I think you'd
prnobably have to go back again to the '60s before you had that
combination of that kind of growth, that kind of unemployment rate,
that kind of inflation, altogether.

Representative Hamilton. I think you have to go back to -- I think
you're right -- 1963 to 1964, when the economy grew about 4.8
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percent. Unemployment fell from 5.7 to 5.2 percent. And core
inflation, from 1.6 to 1.2 percent.

When you say you have a 5.4 percent unemployment rate today, how
many people does that mean are unemployed, don't have jobs?

Ms. Abraham. Let's see. There were about 7.2 million unemployed
people in December, seasonally adjusted.

Representative Hamilton. And on the job growth figures that I
want to go over a little bit with you, we had the largest increase in jobs
-- I guess we're talking about nonfarm jobs here.

Ms. Abraham. Nonfarm payroll jobs.

Representative Hamilton. Since 1984, in 1994.

Is that correct?

Ms. Abraham. That is correct.

Representative Hamilton. And we created 3.1 million new jobs
during 1994.

Correct?

Ms. Abraham. That sounds correct.

Representative Hamilton. That's about right? Now, we hear
constantly -- well, first, let me ask you. How about private-sector jobs,
public-sector jobs?

How does that break down there, that 3.1 million?

Ms. Abraham. It looks more like 3.4 million to me.

Representative Hamilton. Okay.

Ms. Abraham. On private-sector jobs -- over January to December
or December to December?

Representative Hamilton. Well, 1994.

Ms. Abraham. In 1994, we added 3.2 million private sector jobs.

Representative Hamilton. All private sector. Now, do you look
into the quality --

Ms. Abraham. Almost all -- if you're taking December to
December, it was 3.5 million total jobs, 3.2 private.

Representative Hamilton. That's all right. Okay. And is there an
increase in government jobs, too?

Ms. Abraham. Federal employment fell over the year. Total
government employment, went up some, including state and local
government.
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Representative Hamilton. Federal Government employment fell
how much in 1994?

Ms. Abraham. Federal Government employment fell by 50,000.
That Federal Government figure that I'm giving you includes the Postal
Service. Postal Service employment was up some, so Federal employ-
ment otherwise would have been down more.

Representative Hamilton. But overall, government employment
went up because state and local employment went up more than the
Federal Government cut.

Is that it?
Ms. Abraham. That is correct. Overall, government employment,

including state and local, was up 247,000.
Representative Hamilton. Quite an increase in state and local

government jobs.

Okay. Now on these jobs that are created in the private sector, we
hear a lot about lower paying jobs. Can you give me any indication of
the quality of the jobs that were created?

Ms. Abraham. I can tell you some things about the kind of jobs
that were created. More accurately, I can tell you some things about
what kinds of jobs we added on net.

What I can tell you about is the industries in which we were adding
jobs. We added 3.5 million payroll jobs altogether over the period
from December, '93 through December, '94.

Representative Hamilton. Let me back up. I want to get you out
of those statistics a little bit and just kind of get an overall impression.

Are we creating good paying jobs, or are most of these jobs that
we're creating, the hamburger-flipping jobs?

Ms. Abraham. Taking a somewhat longer time perspective, and I
see the continuation of a similar pattern in the past year, we've been
creating jobs in industries that are somewhat lower paying, in occupa-
tions that are better paying.

So we're creating managerial-professional jobs disproportionately in
service-providing industries. That's a very broad categorization of what
we're doing.

It would not be an accurate characterization to say that we're
primarily creating hamburger-flipping jobs.

Representative Hamilton. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Mack. Congressman Manzullo?
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Representative Manzullo. Thank you, Senator. I've got a comment
and then a question.

I'm very much disturbed over a revelation that I saw in the
newspaper a couple of days ago where Congressman Jim Moran has
been fighting with the EPA, which has terminated contracts with the
private sector, and then turned right around and hired employees of that
private sector as official government employees.

I think something like 800 or 900 employees are in the process of
being hired by the Federal Government.

Do you know of any other instances such as that, Dr. Abraham?

Ms. Abraham. I do not.

Representative Manzullo. Are there details of what's happened
with that situation with the EPA?

Ms. Abraham. I don't know what the details of that situation are.
I am not sure that we have anything in our statistics that would shed
light directly on that, since even if we knew what was happening with
Federal employment, we wouldn't know from our data what was
happening to the number of contractors on board, I don't believe.

Is that correct, Tom?

Mr. Plewes. We don't have that information for the contractors that
work for the Federal Government.

We do know that there's an increase still in contractors and
contractor employment in the business services sector has grown fairly
substantially. And we know that there's been a decline in the Federal
Government.

I'm not sure if we have any proof of this kind of switch as you're
talking about now.

Representative Manzullo. The question that I have, it's unrelated
to this, but it deals with the American family earning more dollars, but
taking home less in terms of the average median income.

What figures, if any, do you have to demonstrate the trend?

Ms. Abraham. Well, unfortunately, in terms of talking about what
has happened to either median incomes or to median weekly earnings
in a definitive way, we are handicapped by the fact that the Current
Population Survey, which is the survey where those numbers come
from, was revamped effective in January.

The survey had been a paper and pencil instrument. It was computer-
ized, and the questions about earnings were modified.
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I think that's an issue because I am not 100 percent confident in my
own mind that the figures that we have for 1993 on income or the
figures that we have on weekly earnings for 1994, are totally compara-
ble with figures for earlier years.

That said, I can tell you what the figures show.
Representative Manzullo. What do we have?
Ms. Abraham. For what they're worth, and I think you have to be

a little skeptical about drawing conclusions about the trend--
Representative Manzullo. We're all skeptical as to any figures.

The question is that --
Ms. Abraham. I would hope that you're not generally skeptical

about our figures.

(Laughter.)
Representative Manzullo. It could be a built-in institutional flaw

in both Bodies.

Very simply, the question is that Americans are working more, but
taking home less. I just wanted to see what figures you had on that, if
any.

Ms. Abraham. I guess the most relevant figures that I have are
probably the figures on median usual weekly earnings of full-time wage
and salary workers.

Representative Manzullo. Which is?
Ms. Abraham. In constant dollars, that is, adjusted for inflation,

our figures for the third quarter of 1994 show median weekly earnings
for full-time wage and salary workers of $300 compared with the
corresponding figure for the third quarter of 1993, $307.

But, as I said, I would be reluctant to conclude from that that there
has indeed been a trend, given the changes in the survey that produces
the figures.

Representative Manzullo. Are those figures adjusted for inflation?
Ms. Abraham. Yes, they are.
Representative Manzullo. So if those figures are correct, and I

appreciate your candor and skepticism of them, we went from $307 to
$300, and if inflation was 3 percent, that's actually four less dollars.

Ms. Abraham. Seven less dollars. These were already adjusted for
inflation.

Representative Manzullo. I'm sorry. Seven less dollars.
Ms. Abraham. Seven less dollars.
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Representative Manzullo. That's correct.

Ms. Abraham. Right.

Senator Mack. Thank you. Congressman Wyden?

Representative Wyden. Just one additional question for purposes
of the long term, and I think Chairman Mack is interested in a lot of
these issues, and I am as well.

The Contract With America, and a number of the Republican
proposals talk about a change in the regulatory process, particularly
looking at ways to make regulations less burdensome and less intrusive
on business.

It's a view I share and one where I think some very good bipartisan
work can be accomplished because there's no question that I hear it
from my small businesses constantly that a lot of our small businesses
are just drowning in paperwork, regulatory hassles, and the like.

There is one issue that the Republicans have raised in the Contract
With America and elsewhere that I am interested in, even methodologi-
cally, how you would get into it. And that is that under the regulatory
proposals they are discussing, they're talking about a cost/benefit
analysis that would require placing a cost, so-called, on human life.

As I look at it, I don't see where the Federal Government is going
to go to really get this kind of data.

Now, my understanding is that you all keep track of data with
respect to work place injuries and illnesses.

Is that correct?

Ms. Abraham. That is correct.

Representative Wyden. Do you think that you could take this data
and, objectively use it so as to be able to place a cost, so-called, on
human life in the context of a regulatory reform proposal?

Ms. Abraham. I would not know how to do that. I also would not
think that that would ordinarily be the kind of job that would be
assigned to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, since it's not something we
could directly measure.

Representative Wyden. The irony is that this is the most accurate
data that we've got, as far as I can tell. The Bureau does report the
number of work days lost because of illness or injury.

Is that correct?
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Ms. Abraham. The Bureau reports information on the number of
people who suffered work place injuries or illnesses and then informa-
tion on the distribution of how long they were out of work.

We do not produce a measure of total days lost.
Representative Wyden. Because my reading of your reports and

your analysis, they're the most thorough in government. I don't know
of anybody else who's doing them. And if you're saying that it's hard
to take this data and use it for purposes of putting a so-called cost on
human life, I don't know where somebody's going to go to get the data
for that kind of regulatory approach.

Do you?
Ms. Abraham. I don't know, but I also have not thought about how

you might approach that.
Representative Wyden. Well, we may want to talk about this

further because -- well, let me ask you one other one.
The Bureau does not now report the economic cost of injuries and

sicknesses or even death, do you?
Ms. Abraham. No, we do not. We report figures on numbers of

injuries, numbers of deaths.
Representative Wyden. Would you be in a position, in your view,

to even give an economic cost of injuries and illnesses now?
Ms. Abraham. Well, you would need a couple of pieces of

information that we don't have at this point.
With respect to injuries, you would need some information on how

long people who are injured, even those who were most seriously
injured ultimately, ended up staying out of work, if that was the route
you wanted to go.

We don't collect that information because we get our information
from an annual survey that's conducted soon after the end of the year.
And for the people who are most seriously injured, it's not yet known
how long they're going to be out of work.

So it would have to be something done in more of a research mode,
through studies that followed up on these people over the longer term.

Then you would also have to attach some dollar figure to each day
that they were out of work. And that would really be beyond our
purview, I suspect.

Representative Wyden. And you do think that it would be very
difficult for you as an Agency to get into this question of, in effect,
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placing the so-called cost on human life as part of the regulatory
process with the data you now have.

Ms. Abraham. Put that way, yes. I guess if what you wanted to
talk about was the amount of forgone earnings that they had, there
would be estimates that we probably could produce, if we collected
additional information, on the lost earnings of those people who were
injured.

We do not have that information at this time.

Representative Wyden. Mr. Chairman, I only bring this up by way
of saying that, from this side, and speaking specifically for this
member, I'm anxious to work with you and our colleagues to try to
make the regulatory burden less on business, particularly small
business.

But I would hope that, in some of these areas, such as placing a so-
called cost on human life, there would be an effort to proceed very
cautiously because I think that what we've heard from Dr. Abraham
that this is an area that is going to be pretty difficult to calculate, even
in terms of objective kind of data.

I would like to see a bipartisan effort to try to make the regulatory
process work better, make it less burdensome, make it less cumber-
some, particularly for small business.

I just fear getting involved in these questions of putting a so-called
cost on human life as ones that are going to be problematic, let us say,
at best, and I think literally impossible to do.

I thank you for the extra round.

Senator Mack. Senator Sarbanes?

Senator Sarbanes. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

Commissioner, I'd like to just kind of establish some benchmarks
here off the basis of the figures that you brought this morning.

As I understand it, you've reported now that the unemployment rate
has declined now to 5.4 percent.

Is that correct?

Ms. Abraham. That is correct.

Senator Sarbanes. What was it at the beginning of the year, in
January? 6.7?

Ms. Abraham. 6.7 percent.

Senator Sarbanes. Now when was the unemployment rate last as
low as 5.4 percent?
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Ms. Abraham. As you well know, our survey was redesigned in
January, so the new figures and the old figures are not strictly
comparable.

But bearing that in mind, the last time that the unemployment rate
was as low as 5.4 percent was July of 1990.

Senator Sarbanes. All right. So it's July of 1990?
Ms. Abraham. That's correct.
Senator Sarbanes. So it's the best we've had in four-and-a-half

years.

Ms. Abraham. That's correct, comparing the numbers, though
they're not strictly comparable.

Senator Sarbanes. Right. Now, how many jobs were added to
nonfarm payrolls in 1994?

Ms. Abraham. Between December of '93 and December of '94,
nonfarm payrolls rose by 3.5 million.

Senator Sarbanes. And am I correct that most of it was in the
private sector? In fact, a very large percentage of it.

Ms. Abraham. That's correct. 3.2 million of that 3.5 million was
in the private sector.

Senator Sarbanes. So over 90 percent.
Ms. Abraham. That's right.

Senator Sarbanes. When did the economy last create as many jobs
as it did in 1994?

Ms. Abraham. The last time that employment growth on an annual
basis was as rapid as it was in 1994, was in 1984.

Senator Sarbanes. So we created more jobs this past year than we
had in 10 years.

Ms. Abraham. That is correct.
Senator Sarbanes. How many people are unemployed now in the

December survey? How high is the unemployment?
Ms. Abraham. The number of people unemployed was 7.2 million

on a seasonally adjusted basis.
Senator Sarbanes. 7.2 million?
Ms. Abraham. That's correct.
Senator Sarbanes. Was it as high as 10 million in the recent past,

or nine point something? I'm trying to recall. I don't remember that
very well.
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Ms. Abraham. At the end of 1993, again, we're mixing old and
new survey numbers, it was 8.2 million. At the end of 1992, it was 9.3
million.

Senator Sarbanes. 9.3 at the end of '92. And at the end of '94,
it's 7.3.

Is that correct?
Ms. Abraham. If you want to look back to June of '92, it was 9.8

million.
Senator Sarbanes. I thought it was close to 10 at one point. In

June of --

Ms. Abraham. '92, it was 9.8 million unemployed people.

Senator Sarbanes. Okay. So in June of '92, it was 9.8 million
unemployed people. And today it's 7.3 million?

Ms. Abraham. 7.2 million.

Senator Sarbanes. 7.2. That's in December of 1994.

Ms. Abraham. Correct.

Senator Sarbanes. Okay. So we've gone from 9.8 million
unemployed to 7.2 million unemployed.

How about people working part-time for economic reasons? Why
don't we take that June month? I take it that's probably --

Ms. Abraham. On that one, I'm afraid we're in a bit tougher
situation for making comparisons because effective in January, we
changed the way that that was measured.

Prior to January we had not asked explicitly whether people who
were working part-time and said they would have preferred full-time
work, were actually available for full-time work and in January we
modified our definition.

Senator Sarbanes. You shifted the nature of your survey question.
Is that right?

Ms. Abraham. We shifted the nature of the survey question.

Senator Sarbanes. Well, why don't you give me -- what was the
figure in June of '92?

Ms. Abraham. The total in June of '92 of people who were part-
time for economic reasons was 6.2 million, measured the old way.

Senator Sarbanes. Okay. Now when was the last month you
measured the old way?
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Ms. Abraham. In December of '93, it was 6.2 million. That
number held pretty steady for quite a long period of time.

Senator Sarbanes. Okay. Then what was the first month under the
new system? January of '94?

Ms. Abraham. That's correct.
Senator Sarbanes. And what was the figure then?
Ms. Abraham. I don't have that figure here -- okay. It was 5.2

million in January and has come down --
Senator Sarbanes. So it went from 6.2 million in December of '93

to 5.2 in January of '94.
Ms. Abraham. As a result of --

Senator Sarbanes. Obviously, as a result of the different survey
technique.

Is that correct?

Ms. Abraham. That's correct.
Senator Sarbanes. Well, I mean, assume that.
Ms. Abraham. We believe that that's it.
Senator Sarbanes. All right. What is it now?
Ms. Abraham. 4.4 million.
Senator Sarbanes. So in the course of this year, it's dropped from

5.2 to 4.4.
Ms. Abraham. That's correct.
Senator Sarbanes. Okay. Mr. Chairman, if I could, if the

Committee would indulge me just a moment, I want to get the inflation
issue here.

As I understand it, during the first 11 months of '94, the Consumer
Price Index rose at an annual rate of 2.7 percent, the same inflation rate
as in 1993.

Is that correct?

Ms. Abraham. That's correct.

Senator Sarbanes. 1994 is the fourth year in a row with an
inflation rate of 3.1 percent or lower.

Ms. Abraham. That's correct.
Senator Sarbanes. In fact, in 1990, it was 6.1 percent. Then it went

to 3.1, 2.9, 2.7, and then 2.7 again this year.
Correct?
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Ms. Abraham. Correct.

Senator Sarbanes. When did we last have four straight years of
inflation of 3.1 percent or less?

Ms. Abraham. It must have been back in the 1960s.

Mr. Dalton. I think it would be the four years ending in 1965.

Senator Sarbanes. Okay. So that's over 30 years ago.

Mr. Dalton. Right. Over the nearly 15-year period from the early
'50s to 1965, the CPI only once got as high as 3 percent.

Senator Sarbanes. Right. Well, Mr. Chairman, I'd just make the
observation that this is a very strong economic performance right now.
We've got the unemployment rate down to 5.4 percent, the lowest in
four-and-a-half years almost going towards five years. The inflation is
the best performance in 30 years.

Senator Mack. Is that an endorsement of Chairman Greenspan?

Senator Sarbanes. No. I think it's more an endorsement of the
policies that were put into place by the Congress. I think we ought to
take a little credit on occasion around here ourselves.

Senator Mack. If that's where you want to give it, that would be
fine.

Senator Sarbanes. I think it helps to set a benchmark by which to
judge what might be coming. And the job growth was the best it's been
in 30 years, I think was the figure, wasn't it?

Ms. Abraham. Ten years.

Senator Sarbanes. Ten years. Sorry. 1984.

Senator Mack. 1984, yes.

Senator Sarbanes. Right. Thank you very much. I thank the
witnesses.

Senator Mack. Let me ask a series of questions here.

Today's report indicates that the labor force was essentially
unchanged, while household employment rose 167,000.

How would you explain the lack of growth in the labor force and
what effect would a more typical increase in the labor force have had
in the changed monthly unemployment rate?

Ms. Abraham. Well, I guess I think it's important when looking at
the data from our monthly household survey, in particular, to try to
look at things over a somewhat longer period of time because, although
60,000 households may sound like a lot, that's the number we interview
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each month, it's still a small enough sample that those numbers, month
to month, can move somewhat jerkily.

Over the period from the beginning of the year, the labor force has
grown by about 1.1 million.

How does that compare with the growth of the population?
Mr. Plewes. We're gaining on the population now.
Senator Mack. I'm sorry. Say that again.
Mr. Plewes. There's a slowdown in population growth, so we

wouldn't expect to have much more than that in labor force growth.
Senator Mack. Are you implying that this may be an indication

that we will see similar kinds of situations in the months to come?
Ms. Abraham. I think what he's saying is that over the period from

January to the present, labor force growth has been roughly in line with
population growth.

Senator Mack. Again, the implication, I think, from what you've
said, is don't look to see much growth in the labor force, then, in the
months ahead.

Mr. Plewes. To stay even with population growth, one doesn't need
so much labor force growth in months ahead. What's happened is that
we have done a substitution that labor force has only grown by 1.1
million. We've gained over 2.5 million jobs in the household survey.
That has come from subtractions from unemployment. So that hasn't
come from the growth in the total.

Senator Mack. Were there any effects from seasonal adjustments
or other statistical factors affecting the household data this month?

Ms. Abraham. Not that we are aware of. Again, given that we
redesigned the household survey and put the new survey into the field
for the first time last January, there is some continuing uncertainty
about whether the seasonal factors that we are using are precisely the
right seasonal factors.

Senator Mack. Are there any red flags, any concerns that you have
at this point?

Ms. Abraham. No, there really are no red flags, no reason to be
particularly concerned.

We have, I guess, in looking at the data, become less concerned
about that issue over the course of the year.
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Senator Mack. All right. What was the unemployment rate for

black youths, 16 to 19 years old? And how much progress have they
seen over the last 12 months?

Ms. Abraham. The rate for black youth has hovered in the 30s. It
was 34.6 percent in December.

Going back to the beginning of the year, it was 32.8 percent.
Looking over the course of the whole year, it's gone up and down, but
fluctuating within bounds. That's just to say, basically, it's not changed.

Senator Mack. This is really just more for my information, but
how are immigrants included in the household survey?

Can illegal immigrants also show up in the household survey?

Ms. Abraham. Well, they could. The way that the survey sample
is set up is that it's a housing unit based sample. The Census Bureau
interviewers who do the survey for us talk to whomever they find in
the housing unit that's in the sample. So if they came to the door and
there were a family of illegal immigrants living there, they would be
within scope.

Whether they would in fact talk to the interviewer, I guess, is
another issue.

Senator Mack. I suppose there would be no way. for them to know,
would there?

Ms. Abraham. They wouldn't ask. We don't ask. We do ask, I
guess, where they were born, but we don't ask about their legal status.

Senator Mack. All right. I may have some further questions in that
area in the future. And I really only have a couple more, then I'll turn
it over to you.

What was the change in real average weekly earnings reported for
November relative to the previous month?

Ms. Abraham. Real average weekly earnings.

Senator Mack. And what was the change relative to the previous
November?

Ms. Abraham. Kathy, do you have that handy? This is Kathy
MacDonald from our Office of Compensation and Working Conditions.

Senator Mack. Welcome, Kathy.

Ms. Abraham. Constant dollar real weekly earnings were $255.86
in November.

Senator Mack. What was the number again?
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Ms. Abraham. $255.86. I don't have the number here for the
previous November. For the previous December, it was $257.38. These
figures are for production, nonsupervisory workers, and not seasonally
adjusted, which may make that comparison a little --

Senator Mack. And again, those are inflation-adjusted?
Ms. Abraham. Those are inflation-adjusted.
Senator Mack. And that would indicate a further decline, then?
Ms. Abraham. That would be consistent with that. These are the

numbers from our employer survey, and they cover production
nonsupervisory workers.

I would note that the picture that you get from looking at this series
may be a little more negative than what you might get from looking at
other information. Over the long term, the hourly earnings of produc-
tion, nonsupervisory workers, that series, has tended to fall relative to
other series that we have available.

But, yes, it looks like it's down.
Senator Mack. Thank you.
Representative Saxton. Mr. Chairman, I don't have any other

questions at this point, but I do have one observation that I would like
to make as I listen to Senator Sarbanes' line of questioning and his
great optimism.

I'd like to share that optimism and to say that I'm particularly
pleased that the unemployment rate is doing well, as I said before, and
I join with Senator Sarbanes in hailing the growth in our economy.

I think it begs a question of this Committee in terms of our
responsibility of reporting these findings to our colleagues and to the
American people. It begs the question of why all this is happening.

Is it because we are in a cyclical mode? Is it because the economy
continues to grow, as it started to in 1991? Is it just an automatic kind
of thing or is it because of some trade policies that we put in place?
Or is it because of some economic and fiscal policies that we've
adopted in the Congress by increasing the tax burden on the American
people? Of course, I say this with tongue in cheek. Has that provided
some kind of stimulus to the economy to produce this growth?

Or, on the other hand, is it something that is outside of the direct
control of the Congress, and that, of course, I refer to the Federal
Reserve and the monetary policy that has been pursued since the tax
increase of 1993?
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Of course, perhaps like you, Mr. Chairman, I am somewhat skeptical

of the economy's long-term performance, if we are experiencing this

growth because of the latter factor -- that is, the monetary policy

pursued since 1993 by the Fed. I think one wants to note for our

colleagues and for the American people that there is a lag which we

know occurs between growth and monetary stimulus that's provided by

the Fed, and we are, in my opinion, at least, currently experiencing

some growth that results from some monetary policy of the early 1994,

late 1993 timeframe.

If that is true, then we need to be particularly cognizant of the fact

that, with current monetary policy having been tightened, which has

resulted in higher interest rates, which results in a slowdown in home

sales, which has resulted in some concern in the automobile industry

and other sectors of the economy, then what is it that we should look

for 18 months or two years down the road?

I think that in our discussions relative to fiscal policy, in our

discussions relative to other issues that have to do with regulation and

other factors that have an effect on the economy, we need to be

cognizant that two years ago, certain things happened relative to

monetary policy which perhaps are showing up in today's growth

numbers, and that the monetary policy that we see today could have

some effect some months down the road.

We ought to be in a position to plan our legislative activities with

that in mind.

So I appreciate the opportunity to be here this morning. I have no

further questions. I congratulate you on the Chairmanship of this panel,

and I look forward to working with you over the next two years.

Senator Mack. Thank you very much. Again, I thank you for your

information in the report this morning, and I just would remind you

again of the first point that I raised.

I just looked back at this article that was in The Washington Post. It

said that, according to this memorandum about the central oversight

group: "In addition to the new central group, each subagency within the

department would be required to set up its own oversight team,

complete with an oversight coordinator who would work with the

department-wide central oversight group and, when necessary, with the

rapid response team, if anyone saw the whites of Republicans' eyes."

So I'd be very interested in hearing back from you.

Ms. Abraham. I haven't seen that memo, sir.
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Senator Mack. Well, I would be very appreciative of your getting
back to me and letting me know how that's going to be handled in your
subagency.

Ms. Abraham. I certainly will.

Senator Mack. Thank you very much. The hearing is adjourned.

(Whereupon, at 10:50 a.m., the hearing was adjourned.)
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SUBMISSIONS FOR THE RECORD

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR CONNIE MACK,
CHAIRMAN

I'm happy to welcome everyone to the first meeting of the Joint
Economic Committee under full Republican control in 40 years. Needless
to say, this will be a novel experience for all of us.

As some of you may know, the Joint Economic Committee was
established soon after World War 11 to provide economic analysis to the
Congress as a foundation for fiscal policy. Throughout most of the past
nearly five decades, that analysis has supported a major role for the
government in the economy.

Under the leadership of Vice-Chairman Saxton and myself, this will
change. My conviction is that wealth and prosperity emerge from the spirit
of creativity that resides within individuals, not governments. This
creativity is enhanced by policies of less taxes, less spending, less
government, and more freedom. These will be the watchwords of the JEC
during the 104th Congress.

During the first 100 days, my hope is that the JEC will play an
important role in helping to pass the Republican economic plan. It is
critical that this plan be enacted because it is good for Americans, and the
economy will reflect it. Americans want a balanced budget amendment.
They want major tax cuts; major spending cuts; regulatory reform; they
want the President to have a line-item veto; they want welfare reform.
Americans want the Republican economic plan because they know that it
will make their economic future much brighter.

As for this morning's hearing, it's a pleasure to welcome Commissioner
Katharine Abraham, and we look forward to your unemployment report
for December.

I think I can speak for the majority on this panel in saying that we have
tremendous respect for the independence and statistical integrity of the
Bureau of Labor Statistics and in the high standards established by former
Commissioner Janet Norwood. I would encourage you to continue to
maintain the independence of the BLS and its data from political forces.
If you or anyone else at BLS ever need our help in that regard, please let
me know.

I am delighted with much of what is in today's unemployment report.
Two hundred fifty-six thousand more Americans at work in December, a
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drop in the unemployment rate to 5.4 percent, and an increase in
manufacturing jobs is decidedly good news. Yet this good news is
bittersweet. Despite the fact that more Americans are working, their
standards of living are falling.

Even though the economy is still growing, the fact is that this recovery
continues to be hollow. Real median incomes of workers and their families
-- America's middle class -- have declined over the past two years.

This gap between job growth and actual incomes is due in large part to
high-tax, big-government policies the economy is saddled with. As always,
the unintended consequences of taxation and regulation are lower incomes
and fewer opportunities for the middle class.
* The unemployment data released this morning do not change this
picture. The middle class feels itself trapped in what I call a "treadmill
economy."

The latest available Census data for 1993 show that real median
earnings for both male and female workers actually declined in 1993.

BLS data show that real median weekly earnings declined between the
third quarters of 1993 and 1994. These are not the resultss one would
expect from an economy in which job quality was rising. This, in turn,
raises questions about the quality of the jobs that are being produced. And
even the Clinton Administration now concedes that the middle class has
not benefitted from the economic growth that is reflected in the GDP
numbers.

I imagine that my Democratic colleagues will say that the slowdown in
job growth is the direct result of Federal Reserve policy -- that the Fed is
choking the economy. But I would argue that the real culprit behind these
figures is big government and the legacy of Democratic policies.

High taxes and hyper-regulation always bring an economy to its knees.
And using the Fed to paper over these problems is a recipe for diaster.
That is why revamping the Humphrey-Hawkins Act is high on my list of
priorities.

This brings me to the Republican economic plan and why today's
unemployment report is more evidence of why that plan must be enacted
quickly.

Lower taxes, spending cuts, regulatory reform, elimination of unfunded
mandates, and welfare reform are a recipe for prosperity. Our agenda will
get the American people off the treadmill and the economy into the fast
lane.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE

JIM SAXTON, VICE CHAIRMAN

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And Commissioner Abraham, thank you
for your welcome report this morning. We are all pleased that the
unemployment rate has declined to 5.4 percent, and the strong increase
in employment last month certainly represents glad tidings.

This strong employment report is welcome in another important way
as well. It means that we in Congress have some breathing room to take
a longer perspective on this economy than we usually do as we set
about the important task of crafting economic policy to improve the
long-run economic outlook. For make no mistake about it, few
economists -- and more importantly few workers -- feel confident about
the intermediate and long-run economic outlook.

I continue to believe that today's strong economy is the direct result
of past monetary policy that was too loose and that today's apparent
economic strength is not sustainable over the longer run. Most
economists show growth slacking next year and some even warn of a
recession in 1996 if the Fed continues to tighten monetary policy.

The good news is, however, that the Contract With America is
designed to improve long-run economic performance, not to give the
economy a short-run jolt. Today's strong report means that we don't
have to operate in a crisis atmosphere as we seem to much too often
around here. We have the ability to put in place tax and regulatory
policies that are aimed to raise the long-run, noninflationary growth
capacity of the economy, and, Mr. Chairman, I for one am anxious to
get about that business.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF KATHARINE G. ABRAHAM
Together with Press Release No. 95-02 entitled, "The Employment
Situation: December 1994," Bureau of L abor Statistics, Department of
Labor, January 6, 1995

Advance copies of this statoment are mae availabJ7 to the
press under lock-up conditiene with the explicit
understanding that the data are embargoed until 5:30 a.m.

Statemet of

Katharine C. Abraham
Commissioner

9-cass of Labor Statistics

before the

Joint Economic Com ittee

UN1T2D STASU CMWCRZSS

January 6, 1995

*r. Chairman and Members of the Committees

I appreciate this opportunity to eoinent on the Laber

ooaket data released earlier this morning.

qoembyr date sustained the ppttern of labor 10rhec

improvements that was fairly pervasive throughout 1994.

Payreal employment continued to advance. increa-iaq by

256,009 over the month. Unemployment remdined on its

downward trends at 5.4 percent, the unemployment rate was

1.3 peroentaqe points below its level at the beginniaq of

1994.

Dmember's gain in employment. as measured by our

sorvey of beeines es, brings the increase in payroll jobs

ftr all of 1994 to 3-1/2 million. This exceeded the prior
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year's gain by over a million and was the largest in the

past decade.

Factory employment rose by 54,000 in December, with

gains widespread throughout the individual manufacturing

industries. The largest increases occurred in fabricated

metals and electronic equipment. Manufacturing job growth

totaled nearly 300.000 for the year as a whole, compared

with a loss of 130,000 in 1993. The extraordinarily high

levels of weekly hours and overtime during 1994 provide

additional evidence of the strength in the demand for labor

in manufacturing. Although construction employment showed

little movement in December, for all of 1994. employment in

the industry rose by about 300,000. the largest annual gain

in 10 years.

The services industry added 110.000 jobs in December,

with increases in business, health, and social services.

Over the year, employment growth in services totaled 1.6

million. Retail trade also had substantial employment gains

both in December (91,000) and over the year (nearly

800.000). Most of December's gain was in eating and

drinking places, which appear to have had a strong holiday

season. Holiday-related increases in package delivery and

traveling lie behind the December employment increase in the

transportation industry, and holiday-related shipping also

contributed to an over-the-month gain in Federal government

(postal) employment. Over the year, however, the number of
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Federal jobs has declined by about 50.000 (and would have

declined even more had the Postal Service been excluded).

Local governments excluding education) shed 57,000 jobs in

December. as workers brought on for the November elections

were no longer on the payrolls. Absent the inclusion of

these temporary positions in the November job count, the

December employment increase would have been larger and that

for November correspondingly smaller.

As is our normal practice at the end of the year. the

seasonally adjusted estimates from the household survey have

been revised to reflect updated seasonal factors. Because

of the major redesign of the household survey that was

implemented in January 1994. this year we have revised only

data for the last 12 months.

Like the estimates from the employer survey, the

household survey data show substantial improvement in the

labor market during 1994. As I mentioned earlier, the

unemployment rate dropped 1.3 percentage points from 6.7

percent in January to 5.4 percent in December. as the number

of unemployed persons declined by 1.6 million. Jobless

rates improved during the year for adults and teenagers as

well as for whites, blacks, and Hispanics. In addition, the

number of persons working part time when they would have

preferred full-time work declined by nearly 650,000. Since

January, total employment has risen by 2.7 million, raising

the proportion of the population with jobs to a very high
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63.0 percent. The labof force rose by 1.1 million over the

January-December period.

In Suary, the labor market sbowed strength in

December as it did thraoughaut 1994. Epleyment, as C-ensured

by be"h of our mo thly purveyse has increased subetantially

over the year and unempLoymeat has fallen.

My colleagues and I now would be glad to answer any

questions you might haze
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TE EMPLOYMbNT SITUATION: DECEMER 1994

The nation's job market improved further in December. the Bureau of Labor Statistics of the U.S.
Department of Labor reported today. The unsemployment rate continued its downward atcd. reaching
5.4 peaent in December: it lasa declined by 1.3 percentage points since Janaay 1994.

Thc employer survey showed an increase of 256.000 nonfarm payroll jobs in December this
followed a glin of 488.000 (as revised) in November. Total employment-os measured by the
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This release incorporates annual revisions seasonally adjusted unemployment and other
labor force series derived from the household survej. Information on the revisions appears on
pap S.

Data (om the household surveyfor 1994 wre ndt directly comparable with datfur t993 and
earlier years because of the implementation in Januiry 1994 of a major redesign of the survey
and the introduction of 1990 census-based populaion controls. adjusted for the estimated
undercount in the decennial census. In additios. the 1994 data may have been affected by the
trasinon to the redesigned survey. For exsmpl, seasonal facton. of necessity, were computed
based Largely on damt collected in the survey ptior to its revision, and these factors may not fully
capntre the pattern of seasonality in current data. Hence, over-the-montb comparisons of labor
force estimates should be made with caution. For additional informatton on the redesign, see
"Revisions in the Current Population Survey Effective January 1994' in the February 1994 issue
of Employment and Earnings.
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Table A. Major indiators of labor market activiy, seazoally adjusted
(Nwnben in thousaends) __________________

Quantty tv t Monthly data Nov.

Category 1994 1994 Der.
III I PV Oct. I Nov. I Dec. change

HOUSEHOLD DATA labor force Status

Civilian labor fbrc*. _.- - - 131.050 131,696 131,646 1317718 131,725 7
EmaploymenL.... _ _-........... 123.207 124.371 124,141 124,403 124,570 167

Unempwymeutr.__-_ 7.43 7,325 7,505 7.315 7,155 *160
Not blabofrce.. . 66.000 65,904 65.784 65.889 66.040 151

Unemployntent raes

All workcer .--- . 6.0 5.6 5.7 5.6 5.4 40.2
Adult rL- _.. ____ __ 5.3 4.9 5.0 4.9 4.7 .2

Adult womintt.. 5.3 4.9 5.0 5.0 4.7 -.3

Teoagem.- 17.5 16.7 17.1 15.8 17.2 1.4

W1111 _ 5.2 4.9 5.0 4.8 4.8 .0

Bl-. . _ 11.1 10.4 11.1 10.5 9.8 -.7

Hispanic ...... .... 10.0 9.1 9.4 8.S 9.2 .4

EsrABLISHMENT DATA E dAWWu

Nt e mnploymen .......... 113,908S p 114.759 114.348 p 114,S36 p 115,092 p256

Goo~.adt g.............-. - 23,634 p23,.04 23.715 p23,825 p23.871 p46

_ _ ~.4,953 p5,021 4,974 p5.047 p5,041 p46

M _ _inuing. _ __................. IS,18,079 p
18.13 6 18.142 p18,181 p18.235 p54

Sci~lceq rodu l. ............. ._ 90.274 p
90

,
95 5

90,633 p
91

,
01 1

p91,221 p210

Rebl tr d .............. 20.420| p20,617 20.523 p20,619 p20,710 p91

Seri._._ ......... 32,0311 p32,3881 32,231 p32,411 p32.521 p110
Govrnmen. .... ..... 19,0S71 pl9.159 19.1201 p19.194 p19.164

1 p-30

Hotn of work'

Total pnvae .... .... ..... 34.51 P34.7i 34.91 p
34

.
6

1 p
34

.
6

1 p0.0

Mazodwan mg_._....---. 42. 2 42.1 p42.21 p42.2 p.0

Ovuthnc. . ....... 4 _.7 4.7 p4.7 p4.81 p.

7~E~

Avoe hourly erunngs,

total pr ata 311.141 pSI1.25 S11.251 pSI1.23 pS 1.26 pS0.03

Amge weay erungs I
touAlv p we. 384.591 p390.26 392.631 p383.56 p389.60 p 1.04

Includes other induscr. no: shown separutey.
' Dat reat to private production ot nonsupervisory workers.

p - preliminary.

NOTE Household data for 1994 are not directly comparable with data for 1993 and earfier
yeas. For additional information. see 'Revisions in the Current Population Survey Effective
January 1994 in the February 1994 issue of Einpiomewuu and Emiwig. Seasonally adjusted
daa fr 1994 have been revised.
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household survey-continued to trend upward. Both surveys recorded large employment gains in 1994.
For example. over-the-year growth in the payroll job count was the largest in a decade.

Unemloyment (Household Survey Data)

Both the number of persons unemployed (7.2 million in December) and the unemployment rate (5.4
percent) continued to trend downward. About 1.6 million fewer persons were unemployed in December
thanin January 1994.

Unemployment rates for both adult women and men each fell slightly in December to 4.7 percent,
while the rate for teenagers edged up to 17.2 percent. The jobless rate for blacks (9.8 percent) inched
down from the prior month; the rate for whites (4.8 percent) was the same as in November. while that for
Hispanics (9.2 percent) was little changed over the month. Jobless rates for all of these major labor
force groups have declined since January 1994. (See tables A-I and A-2.)

Total F=lInvnent and the Labor Force (Household Survey Datal

At 124.6 million (seasonally adjusted) in December. the number of employed persons continued its
upward trend. Total employment has increased by 2.7 million since the beginning of 1994. The
employment-population ratio-the proportion of the working-age population with jobs-remained at
63.0 percent in December. 0.8 percentage point higher than in January. (See tables A-I and A-2.)

The number of persons employed part time for economic reasons (4.4 millon) and the number of
voluntary part-time workers (17.6 million) were little changed in December. (See table A-3.) A total of
7.5 million persons (not seasonally adjusted), or 6.0 percent of the total employed, held two or more jobs
(table A-8).

The number of persons in the civilian labor force, at 131.7 million, was about unchanged for the
second straight month. This followed an increase of 1. I million between June and October. The labor
force had shown little movement during the first half of the year. (See table A- I.)

Persona Not in the Labr Force (Household Survey Datal

The number of persons with a marginal attachment to the labor force-those who wanted and were
available for work, but were no longer actively looking after having searched sometime in the past 12
months-was 1.8 million (not seasonally adjusted) in December. Of that total, the number who were not
looking because they felt that there were no jobs available for them-discouraged workers-was
445,000. (See table A-8.)

Idusr Payrol ninloyme {ffigabishmt Survev Mmt)

Nonfarm payroll employment rose by 256.000 in December, following a gain of 488.000 in
November (as revised). The overall employment growth in November had been inflated by the hiring of
large numbers of temporary election workers. Their absence from payrolls in December similarly
depressed the job growth registered in that month. Large over-the-month increases occurred in the
private sector. particularly in services, retail trade, and manufacturing. Nonfarm employment increased
by 3Jmillionduringallof 1994. (SeetableB-I.)

The services industry added 110.000 jobs in December. Half the gain was in business services.
mostly in the personnel supply and computer services components. Smaller, but noteworthy, increases
also occurred in health and social services. These two industries and business services have added large
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numbers of jobs throughout much of the year. as employment in the services industry as a whole rose by
1.6 million.

Retail trade employment rose by 91,000 over the month, following a similar increase in November
(96,000, as revised). Most of the December gain was in eating and drinking establishments, while
smaller increases occurred in food stores, automotive dealers and service stations, and furniture stores.

Manufacturing employment rose by 54.000 in December. This is the third large monthly increase in
a row and represents an acceleration in the upward trend that began in September 1993. Since then,
factory employment has risen by 301.000. Over the month, factory job growth was widespread, with the
largest gains occurring in fabricated metals. electronic equipment, printing and publishing (including the
return of striking workers), and rubber and miscellaneous plastics products.

The strong growth trend in wholesale trade continued in December with an increase of 11,000.
Employment in transportation and public utilities also rose in December (by 25,000), reflecting larger-
than-usual hiring in the transportation industry to help with holiday travel and package delivery.
Although construction employment failed to grow in December. 300,000 jobs were added in 1994. for
the strongest showing in a decade.

Employment decreased in government in December. A decline of 57.000 workers in local
government except education, reflecting the dismissal of temporary election workers, more than offset
increased hiring by the Postal Service.

Weelcy Hours (Establishment Survey Data)

The average workweek for production or nonsupervisory workers on private nonfarm payrolls held at
34.6 hours in December. seasonally adjusted. The manufacturing workweek, at 42.2 hours, also was
unchanged over the month, while factory overtime hours edged up to 4.8 hours. Since last spring, both
the factory workweek and overtime hours have been at or near post-World War II record highs. (See
table B-2.)

Reflecting the increase in payroll employment, the index of aggregate weekly hours of production
or nonsupervisory workers on pnvate nonfarm payrolls was up by 0.3 percent in December to 131.1
(1982= 100), seasonally adjusted. The index for manufacturing rose 0.7 percent to 107.6. (See
table B-5.)

Hourly and Weekly Earnings (Establishment Survey Data

Average hourly earnings for production or nonsupervisory workers on private nonfarm payrolls Tose
3 cents in December to $11.26, seasonally adjusted. Average weekly earnings increased 0.3 percent to
5389.60. Over the year, average hourly earnings rose by 2.8 percent, while average weekly earnings
increased 3.0 percent. (See table B-3.)

The Employment Situation for January 1995 will be released on Friday. February 3, at 8:30 A.M.
(EST).
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Revision of Seasonally Adjusted Household Survey Data

At the end of each calendar year, BLS routinely updeses the seasonal adustment factori 6W tX labor
force series derived from the Current Population Survey (the CPS. also referred to as the "household
survey") to incorporate the experience of that year. Because of the changes introduced into the CPS at
the beginning of 1994. only seasonally adjusted data for that year have been revised. Normally. data for
the most recent 5 years are subject to revision. (Seasonally adjusted establishment data wiN be revised in
June, concurrently with the introduction of annual benchmark adjustments.)

Table B summarizes the effects of the revisions on the monthly overall unernploymernt rates in 1994.
Rates for 6 months were revised., each by 0. I percentage point. Revised seasonally adjustet data for
major labor force series for January through December 1994 are presented in table C.

The January 1995 issue of Employment and Earnings will contain the seasonal adjusutnt factors
that will be used to calculate the civilian labor force and other major series for the January1iune period
of 1995. The publication also will contain a description of the current seasonal adjustnent methodology
and revised data for the 12 months and 4 quarters of 1994 for all regularly published tables containing
seasonally adjusted household survey data. Microcomputer diskettes of historical seasonally adjusted
data (monthly and quarterly) may be purchased from BLS; contact Gloria P. Green on 202406-6373.

TabKL~SeomrlyadjusM n mqt nwmn tmtn 1994 I gan

Macuh As first As

Janury 6.7 6.7 .0
Fvbninry 6.5 6.6 0.1

6.5 6.5 .0
April 6.4 6.4 .0

May 6.0 6.1 .1
J 6.0 6.1 .1
July 6.1 6.1 .0

A"gus 6.1 6.0 1
Sember 5.9 5.8 -.1
Ocr tabu5.8 5.7 -.1
November 5.6 5.6 .0
D_ _ _ __r _ _5.4 54 .0
*Not publisbW
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Table C Emiwp60m6i su SO do6 Sk6m PPInuwMOO IGM NO

HOUSEHOL09D DATA

Em~mprism assms. a" ild "a I - I Irab. I M. I Am. i M" A.9. 0d -I I
E~~6rn~~um ~- -6-pi- - -

TOTAL
... ... ...... ... AS IMM 796.213 101.3113 tulle1 IuOrn W&W62 19.04 167248 197.430) l9760 197745
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621 62 3 62 3 6233 8. 62. U3 9264 625 627 62w9 630 6.30

-,-WM .. ...... . ---. .7410 1.576 6544 I2M 799 7.2*3 79913 7669 1,647 713 7 31S 771II
. . ..... *7 I 66 6 5 6 4 &I 61 II 6 0 5I 5I 56 1a

elopementn66 ........... m. urn1 "67W 66.966 67W 67.09S 0712 67,246 67.301 678F an 7529 676417
C.~a oiaan c ... ..... - -- 011.401 66.752 66.1416 W674s 666u 66.401 99,257 09.61? 64.91106 6717 I 8r7.345 Sy j31

. . ........ _..... 176 a 769 786 T 76 79 766a 7660 766 766o a 766 y 76 70
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Explanatory Note

This news release premia saisua frokm major surveys. the
Current Populsoin Survey (household srwey) and tie Current
Smpbymu Siurc vey(ecsabl ishme survey)- Thc household
survey provides the iaformation on Lhe labor force. employment, and
unmsplopynens thai ap n the A tables. marked HOUSEHOLD
DATA. It isa &Maple mvey of bous 60.000 households conducted
by the Burau Ofthe Cen or the Buru ofborSaDisiacs (BLS)

The establishmen survey provndes the information on the
cMpboyment ho, and ernins of worksenonfarm payrol Uthat
aPP- an the B tables, marked ESTABLISHMENT DATA This

informatinn is collected frkm payroll records by BLS in cooperation
with Stateagesmes La March1993. thesampleiecluedoer390.000
estialishmenia Cmploqg over 47 million people.

For both urveys, he daa Cor a given month relste ao a particular
wee or pay perred In the hoald srvey. the reference week as
gBncrally the ealeadar week dtha contains the 12hh day of the mcont
bn the establishmet survey. the recfcsee period is the pay period
including the 12th. which may or may not orrepsond directly to the
clacndar wek.

CoMeruge, definitions, and differenmes
between surve

Howalold sar y. The ample is eletod to reflect the enumr
civilian onninsut llpopulatio B e on s
qu-nioonowatadjobarch actinsiiechpaen 16years nd
overm a s*mple hoaild clasdified aserptoye, unemploymd, or
notan thee labor form

People rclassified u Madpiamt if they didany work atall as paid
employees during the refeence wok worked rn their on b c.
profeaio or on their own far or worked without pay a, least I S
hours in a family busae or fam. People re ales counted as
employed if they were tempararnly absent from their jobs beeses oi
ilbm,had v eath~er, ncuiw, abotrrmaamdiasdcpuiesor paoai
reammm

Peoplew*e scasficdasaaapioy.stiftiymcmallo the following
critmu They had - employmnt during the ref n week: they
wer available for work as thatime and they made peeic efforts to
rind enployment someaceduritng th 4-week period eding with the
rcef cWeelL Perss laiud off from ajob and espeeting reentl need
not be looking for work to be counted as unemployed The
unmployment da derived from the household urney an no way
deapd upon the eligibility for or reapt of unemploymen insurance
benefits.

The maca daborfioe isa the wo of employed and unemployed
persn Those rt clasified as enployed or unemployed re so, cv
rhtk h foe. The -Pdoynnen tare an the number unemployed as
a persns ofthe Labor foroe The lbomc pmnhpotno mrca the
labor force as a pern of the populaton. and the empjosrrr.
popuhauoan rano as the enployed as a percent of the pepulaion

Establ iahnat survey. The s*mple estblihmnt are drawn
from piva noln rnmbusinsmsuchasfacites oftces andsalum
as weil u Feerdal. Sai and local goverruneait croiscs. E.plyem o.

en-YIrl POwolis re thoie who reccrd pay for any parn of the
refereac pay penod. including peres cn pud leave. Persoa ar
counled i each job theyholid. Ho dwa-mgpdau are pnr iste
busie and relate only to podesn workers n the oods.
produingaegSorand OMIPervuorYwarin the a ecproduing
sector

Dlfferences In taployebsest iaata The nman eb cl
and methodological differences between the household and
cst bnt nuuw rmalt mmnst odia~sli mtbeoemp
es5a1e dIvanVed from tbe .oveya Among these m:

* The ho 4- suryesch a.icbseasl wornk. 0. U.f.pieved.
unaid mly r nd ainat cbmplboyd.
The goups a*n maioded km tb. eablishm tb may

I Tbe auacahld aury ice" pqop on as upd rleave 9 tb
oyed. The enabehmen iawy doi s

* Thubaceaoiad cy ei ld woe 1 16y ofae gadoldm.
The alslnta mcy. ma hashed by qca

*The houateld awwy has E. d uplh a ei iadndl, becaxe
indrw~maaru ee nlytiftem inmaahm jab. In aba
crtahEjms Krwv, employe morksog a, anda, as job gad i.

pa cOn Mme than an payrol cId he Caed pmai for eacb

Otlher diffc bei- the tw mm" we desribd n
Comaing Employmnt Fai-ea im m H ld and PayU

Sureys," which may be obetaied armBlS up reques.

Se1111nsi adjustmervt
Over the be ofa V. ai gm filhenstae lhimfee mnd the

1e dempltnot a d ur rp p f~~lucuatndue
to made aeonm' events danA in weoher. recd or majunsed
producmn hwvme major holidays, and the I g and closn of
schools. Thceffic ofvchm easUn be sary blgaesoCeal
tiOuauom may awoun! for Is much as 95 prcmi of the onth-to

nth renan n unemploye.
Beewn thse a venls u fotlow a nmrcer les regular patern

mcb yeo. their niousc" on ASan 01 bu"ds c be albdirmid by
aodusng the waissA S rom abih Itoc r Thte adjum unsts make
nonseasial devcgsco mcd w e -declinam co nesec smuuy or
in-iahepmi pea ooware ian thelabormfor eurnp.
For e le, Qc re mamberefycu era mtbc borfeacwh Ame

likely to obseure any other chdrms that have cakas place relativ to
May. makzng it difdculoto detwomlse if th led ofucconmicainly ya,
nsen or declinedL Horver. because thi dent of rudasi finLsiung
shool in prevcous yos as taow, the gascic fur th cera year can
bc adsncd lo allow for a ompabl chg losofar s he as
adjuosirradcsrcly. the adjuased fWpc osdesa*orcuef
Ool with which to anlrs change so eonomic isny.

In both the household and csabLis en mow .s.Uaay
adjusted enS we nrlqmedomty adjuwed. However rhm adjusted
lenin for rnany major emmAs such SS loal payoL anpoymL
cmplpsi an mosl major industry dvision tal anploymeol. and
unetoymano we composed by agpegatsng independettly adjuned
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component series. For example. total unemployment is derived by
summing the adjusted series for four major age-sex componentsu this
differs from the uemployment esumate that would be obtained by
directly adjusung the total or by combpning the duraion. reasons or
mom deikled age categories.

The numenscal factors used to make the seasonal adjwuinenu are
rrucicshd rwice a yer. For the household survey. the factors are
cablcuatdfOr theJanuary-Junte penod andagaunfortheJuly-December
penpsd. For the establishment survey. updated factors for seasonal
adjusses are a lcituLaed for the May-October period nd introduced
*" with new benchmark.nd again for the Norember-Apnil period.
In Ioth surveys. revrsions Go histoescal data re made once a year.

FOIAOWIIty of the estimates
Suernums based on the household and establishment surveys an

sutbitsoboth mppingandnonsatmpngeiirr. Wheiassamptenther
thantentre populabon is surveyed. there isa chnceu that the sample
esrimaes may differ from the 0ue'* populaion values they represent
The cumt difference, or sampling error. varies depending on the
parau ar sample selected, and this variability is measured by the
staund error of the esumate. There is about a90-pecent chance, or
levl ofconfidence. that an eomate based ona sample ilt differ by
no me than 1.6 sundard erron from the -rue" population value
becas of sampling error. BLS analyses are generally conducted at
the 90-pcent level of confidence.

Foresmplet. heconfidence interval fordte monthly change in total
employment from the boushold survey sson the orderof pls or mnus
359.00. Suppose the esumate of toul employment increases by

100.00 from one month to the seat The 90-penremt confidenrce

internalon the monthly change would range from -259.001 to 459.000
(OA000 44- 359.000). These figures do not mean thar the sample

result an off by these magnutudes. but rather that there is bouts 90-

percen chance that the -truei over-the-month change ties within this

interval. Since this range sncludes values of less than zero. we could
nor say with confidnce thai employment bad. in fact. increased. If.

however, the reported employment rise was half a million. then all of

the values within the 90-percent confidence interval would be greater

than aro. In this case. it is likely (at least a 90-percent chance) that
an employment rise bhd, La fact. occurred. The 90-percent confidence

interval for the monthly chsnge in unemployment is +- 256.000. and

for the monthly change in the unemployment rate it is +/- 22
percensage point.

In geneal estimates involving many inditvdualsorestablishmentu

have lower stundard enors (relasve to the tize of the estimatel than

essesun- which an based on a small number of observations. The
precison of esoae is also improved when the data are cumulated

over nime such as for quarterly and annual averages. The seasonal

adjstunent process can also improve the stability of the monthly
estimates.

The household and stablishment surveys are also affected by
onsnrnplg error. Nonsamplng errors cn occur for many reasons.

including the failure to sample a segment of the populabon. inability
to obtain information lor all respondents in the sample. inability or
unwillingnest of respondenis to provide correct tnformaioon on a
timely basis. mistakes made by respondents. and errors made in the
collection or processing of the data.

For example. in the establishment survey. estnmates for the most
recent 2 months an basedon substantially incomplete renutnis: for this
reason. thee estumates an labeled preliminary the table. Bii only
uftertwo successive revsions to a monthly esUmate. when nearly ail
sample reports have been received. that the estimate u considered
final.

Another major source of nonsamplsug error in the esiablishment
survey is the inability to caprure on a timely basis, employment
geneated by new firms. To co=re for this systematic underestimation
of employment growth (and other sources of errorl. a proerss known
ut bia adjusnment is included in the surveys estmaung procedures.
wheseby a speafied number of jobs is added to the mondty sample-
basedchange. The sireofthe monthly bias adjusuentis based largely
on pass relationships between the sample-based estimates
of employment nd the soial counut of empoymen described below.

The xsmple-bused esUras from the establishment survey are
adjusted once a year (on a lagged buts); o unuvemre counts of payroll
erbloymentobtaunedfromadmhnissravemore oftheuiemployment
insuanc program. The difference between the March samplebasled
employment esutmates and the March universe counts is known us a
benchmark revision, and serves as a rough proxy for total survey error.
The naw benchmarks also incorporate changes in the classification of
indusaries. Over the puas decade, the benchmark revision for total
nonfasm employment has averaged 0.2 percent. rnuging from zero to
0.6 percent

Additional statistics and other Information
More comprehensive statiscs aore contained in fimplosteir and

Earnpiis. publishedeach month by BLS. Iis avatlablefor S14 .00 per
issue or S29.00 per year from the U.S. Government Printing Office.
Washington. DC 20402. All orders must be prepaid by sending a
check or money order payable to the Superintendent of Documents. or
by charging to Mastercard or Visa.

Employmnni Eoritgsr also provides measures of sampling
error for the household survey data published in this release. For

unemployment andother labor force categories. these measures appear
in tabies I-B through I-H ofiu Explanatory Notes. Meausures of the
rehability of the data drawn from the establishment survey and the

actual mounts of evisiondue to benchmark adjusuments are provided
in tables 2-B through 2-0 of that publication.

Infornmaton in this release will be made available to sensory

impaired individuals upon request. Voice phone: 202-606-STAT:
TDD phone: 202-606-5897: TDD message referral phone:
I -800-326-2577.
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UI EXTENDED BENEFITS PROGRAMS

Re"uar Stats Ui Extended Benefits (ED)

As of December 30, 1994. no States were triggered on under the State ED program.

A State triggers 'on- for regular State extended benefits when:

IUR Reouired. The State 13-week IJR Is at least 5 percent and is 20 percent higher
than tme average of the same 13 week period in the two previous years. Thirteen weeks
of ED are availaole.

IUR O.tQ n When the 120 percent factor is not met. a State which has enacted the
opaon in its law. may pay extended benefits when the State IUR reacnes 6 percent
regardless of the IUR In previous years. Thirteen weeks of benefits are available.

TLYR ltemaxeL The seasonally adjusted Stat TUR for the most recent 3-months
published as at least 6.5 percent and is 10 percent or more above the State TUR for the
sue 3-month period in either of the two preceding years. Thirteen weeks of benefits
are available. If the 3-month seasonally adjusted TUR Is 8.0 or greater and the 10
perent or more criterion is met. 20 weeks of benefits are available.

Curfently, eight States have the TUR alternative trigger in law. Alaska. Connecticut.
Karams. New Jersey. Oregon, Rhode Island, Vermont, and the State of Washington.
Maine no longer has this option in law.

Emergency Unemployment Compensation Act (EUCA)

The EUCAof 1991 expired February 5. 1994.
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